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About This Content

The SPECACT kit upgrades have arrived on PC! PC players can now change how their soldiers look on the battlefield with this
additional downloadable content. With the 5d3b920ae0
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Good and worth the money!. Looks cool, not much else. You get 4 more classes, which are basically the same as the other 4
classes, but they wear something different. The 4 weapons you get are qualified as 4 new weapons, so you can plat them out like
the rest. If you don't see it, write down the CD key you see for the upgrade kit from the right click cascade menu of the game in
your library, then redeem it in the game. If this does not work, you can either contact EA support through livechat or download
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Origin and redeem it from there. Yes I have Origin. No, EA does not appear to be aware of what memes I like. Thankfully..
They're just skins. Nothing worth buying unless you really want a camo weapon. You can barely notice the difference between
who has SA outfits on or not since all you care about is killing them. The weapons given are one of the worst for each class.
M16: 3 burst, other weapons are better, MG3: lowest damage and accuracy, UMP: Good damage but tiny mag size and lower
rate of fire compared to others, M95: Very slow rate of fire for a bolt action, the better damage means nothing because you can
still get hitmarkers unless you aim for the head which all other bolt action snipers can oneshot anyway, and has a really long
reload.. The SPEC(ial)ACT(ivities) DLC adds 4 additional weapons which are reskinned versions of the last unlockable primary
for each class (M16A2 SA, UMP-45 SA, MG3 SA, M95 SA). The only gun that is different from the normal version is the
MG3 SA, instead of blistering high fire rate and low damage, its medium ROF, medium damage. These guns are unlocked the
moment you activate the DLC so if you don't have the normal version of the weapon unlocked, its okay, you can still use the SA
version as they are pretty much identical as far as I'm aware (except the MG3 and MG3 SA ofc). It also adds SA variants of
each class, so in total you have 8 class slots, 2 of each (Assault, Assault SA, Recon, Recon SA, etc.). SA versions just have a
different skin, but you can have additional loadouts since you now have an additional slot for the 4 classes. Only works for
BFBC2 Base game. Vietnam DLC does not apply.. Gotta love me a black M-95. Worth the money, if only for the fact you get
an ADDITIONAL class for every class (like for your Assault class, you get a new Assault SA, which gives you extra flexibility,
since you have 2 classes for the same class) Also gives you special camo for each class, and gives you a camo'd SA weapon,
which happens to be one of the best weapons for each class.. Great player and weapon skins.. Gotta love me a black M-95.
Good and worth the money!
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